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Abstract 
 Noise-induced tinnitus, an internal ringing ear, is one of the capital causes of disability 

in modern society. How noise-induced tinnitus is generated and manifested has received 

intensive attention in neuroscience. Yet, a molecular mechanisms and efficient treatment for 

tinnitus is not currently available. One widely accepted cellular mechanism delineating noise-

induced tinnitus is homeostatic downregulation of cortical inhibition according to our early 

research. In current research, we additionally provide a molecular mechanism of tinnitus 

which is involved in the attenuated expression of Kv1.4 potassium channels in dendrite. 

Here, we propose that co-occurrence of reduced cortical inhibition and Kv1.4-mediated 

dendritic hyperexcitability may shape the neuronal circuit underlying the noise-induced 

tinnitus. This research is only possible with advanced techniques including two-photon 

imaging and in vivo whole-cell recording. Toward this end, it may reveal an essential role of 

restored Kv1.4-mediated dendritic excitability in tinnitus alleviation. 
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